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‘Water, like air, is indispensable, wine is not, but it is desirable’   

André L. Simon 

 

Cellar Design and Management 
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The Independent Vintner and Partners 

 

The Independent Vintner, run by Giles Smith Walker with 14 years experience in the wine trade, 12 

of those with Berry Bros. & Rudd, with its trade partner with 8 years experience in delivering top 

quality wine storage solutions, maximising space for your personal wine collection. 

 

 Wine Cellar Design and Installation 

 Wine Cellar Cooling 

 Wine Cabinets & Coolers 

 Wine Racks, bottle storage solutions 

 Cigar Humidors and selection 

 Personal wine selection  

 Cellar Management 

 Cellar at Home Service 

 Professional storage 
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Example Besoke Cellar Designs 

 

Image 1 – Private London House – Lower Ground Floor 

Fully conditioned room, purpose built, partition wall one side only with glass front (not supplied) 

Material: Hardwood, Black Walnut 

Single racks, single bottle display rack, cross bins and run-slides for wooden cases 

Room size: 1 wall, 3.5m wide 

3-5 days to install 

Storage: 850 bottles 

 

 

Approximate all in cost: £18,000 (includes VAT, delivery & installation) 
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Image 2- Private London House- Basement  

Not conditioned as temperature within acceptable limits for mid-term storage. 

Material: Hardwood, White American Oak 

Cross bins, single racks, magnum corner racks, display racking and run slides for wooden cases. 

This also had a glass fronted door finish (installed by another contractor) 

Room size: 3m x 4m 

10 days to install 

Storage between: 2,000-2,500 bottles 

 

Approximate cost: £28,000 (includes VAT, delivery & installation) 

 

(Bespoke climate control system - additional cost depending on size from £3,000-£9,000) 
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Image 3- Private London Home- Basement 

Tanked and sealed basement with no conditioning as temperature within acceptable limits for 

storage based on customer’s decision.  

Material: Premium softwood, stained 

Cross bins, single bottle racking, magnum corner racks, run slides for wooden cases and tasting 

island & bench 

Room size: 2.5m x 3.5m 

1 week to install 

Storage: 1000-1200 bottles 

 

Approximate cost: £15,000 (includes VAT, delivery & installation) 

 

(Bespoke climate control system- additional cost depending on size from £3,000-£9,000) 
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Site Visit 

 Two team partners will visit to measure up and discuss the following 

 Survey of proposed cellar location  

 Discussion and recommendations regarding racking, insulation & climate control 

 Able to work with existing architect plans and drawings  

 3D colour design produced with quote for customer approval 

 

All of the above is charged at £275 and will be deducted from the final amount should the 

contract be awarded for the Cellar. 

 

These are a few examples of what is possible although the final design can vary greatly depending on 

what the Cellar’s function is for. It is recommended to have a conditioned room for any wines of 

value and if they are intended to be kept for long term storage. 

 

CIGARS  

 

Premium Nicaraguan, Dominican Republic and Cuban blended cigars  

 

Bespoke Humidors (price on request, based on personal design) 

 

Working with a new UK Importer offering these more personal, less commercialised range, that 

have high exclaim with Cigar Aficionado’s.  Prices on request and based on volume of order 

 The Flor de San Luis cigars – Nicaragua and Cuban blend 

 No. 75 cigars - Nicaragua 

 Reymundo cigars- Dominican Republic 

 

 

Personalised cigar bands with family or company crests/logos. 
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Cellar Management 

 

 

 

Your Cellar 

Sourcing wines for yourself, your family and friends, arranging delivery, cataloguing your cellar and 

knowing what you have can take time. The Independent Vintner can re-fresh your existing Cellar 

and make it work for your daily requirements, advising on drinking dates, a valuation if required 

based on any premium fine wines and maintain a stocked and balanced Cellar. 

Creating a Cellar 

We can create a starter Cellar from scratch based on a budget and by using a simple questionnaire 

to understand more about the client’s wine requirements.  It will briefly cover their lifestyle, 

establishing it as a ‘working Cellar’ or more’ show Cellar’ and cover key styles, varieties and regions 

that the client and his family enjoy. 

The Independent Vintner can do regular audits, which can be based on the demand on the Cellar.  

This can include planning for any specific, regular events, like summer or Christmas parties or one 

off events like Weddings and plans can be put in place to cover this e.g. buying the Champagne the 

year before giving it extra ageing. 

This can be followed-up with information and education on the wines bought with personal tastings 

if required. 
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At Home Cellar Service 

The Independent Vintner can help host dinners at your home by helping to prepare any of the wines 

in advance, advice on decanting and glassware. We can also stay during the event if requested to 

introduce the wines. 

 

 

 

The Service 

All the services above are charged at a daily rate or minimum of £500 ex-vat. Travel costs are not 

included.  Preparing and hosting evening events start from £850 ex-vat.  This does not include initial 

site visit and planning before which will be charged at the daily rate. 

The above excludes any costs of the actual wines purchased and delivery. 

 

 

Professional Wine Storage 

In the event that the clients requires a larger wine collection than the personal home Cellar can 

accommodate, we can offer professional wine storage at one of the most respected Bonded 

warehouse’s in the UK, Octavian in Partnership with Nexus Wine Collections. This could be 

organised to allow a rotation of wines to be laid down and mature wines to be transferred to the 

personal, home Cellar. Prices quoted on request. 
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Contact Details 

 

For Further information about The Independent Vintner and service please contact: 

 

Giles Smith Walker 

‘The Independent Vintner’ 

 

E-mail: giles@independentvintner.com 

Telephone: 0208 399 2231 

Mobile: 07958 292 438 
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